Tuesday, September 30

8:40 am – The Evidence Toward Impact: The Maricopa Millions OER Project
Domain: Digital Content, Libraries, Curation, and Open Access

9:45 am – Strategies for Evolving the IT Landscape (exclusive online session)
Domain: Leadership and Management

10:30 am – Tales of Collaboration and Leadership from the Bottom (exclusive online session)
Domain: Service Management and Support

11:30 am – It Takes a Village: Moving Toward Mobile
Domain: Enterprise/Administrative IT

12:40 pm – Designing an Adaptable Evaluative Tool for Educational Technologies
Domain: Teaching and Learning

2:30 pm – Flipped Course Model: Expert Interview with Interactive Audience Q&A (exclusive online session)
Domain: Teaching and Learning

Wednesday, October 1

8:45 am – Automated Workflow: The Secret to Digital Content Management (exclusive online session)
Domain: Digital Content, Libraries, Curation, and Open Access

9:30 am – Web Content Management: Two Schools, Two Philosophies, Two Solutions (exclusive online session)
Domain: Digital Content, Libraries, Curation, and Open Access
10:30 am – Building Institutional Capacities and Competencies for Systemic Learning Analytics Initiatives

Domain: Analytics and Data-Driven Decision Making

11:40 am – Social Network Mapping As a Tool for Advancing Innovation on Campus

Domain: Leadership and Management

1:30 pm – First Amendment Issues in Cyberspace and BYOT on Campus and at Home

Domain: Leadership and Management

2:30 pm – Using Technology to Provide Shared Access to Valuable Online Learning Resources and Improve Teaching and Learning

Domain: Digital Content, Libraries, Curation, and Open Access

Thursday, October 2

8:15 am – Virtual Conference Closing